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Abstract
This article presents four detailed case studies of sixteenth-century vernacular 
translations of Sacrobosco’s De sphaera. Previous scholarship has highlighted the 
important role of Sacrobosco’s Sphere in medieval and early modern universities, where 
it served as an introductory astronomy text. We argue that the Sphere was more than a 
university teaching text. It was translated many times and was accessible to a wide range 
of people. The popularity of the Sphere suggests widespread interest in cosmological 
questions. We suggest that the text was a profitable one for early modern printers, 
who strove to identify books that would be reliable sellers. We also argue that the 
Sphere was not a static text. Rather, translators and editors added commentaries and 
other supplemental material that corrected and updated Sacrobosco’s original text and 
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demonstrated the practical utility of this information. We contend that the Sphere was 
actually an important vehicle for disseminating new information about the cosmos.
Keywords
Joannes de Sacrobosco, De sphaera, Sphere, vernacular translations, history of printing, 
history of the book, popular science
Sometime around 1230, Johannes de Sacrobosco (ca. 1200 – ca. 1250), a teacher at the 
University of Paris, composed an introductory astronomy textbook for his students. In 
this small text, known as the Sphere (De sphaera), Sacrobosco offered a concise and 
non-technical description of the geocentric model of the cosmos derived from ancient 
Greek and medieval Arabic scholars. He explained the structure and motions of the heav-
ens, especially the motions of the sun, moon and fixed stars. He also gave the dimensions 
of the earth, the size of the oceans, and the latitudes of different climactic zones.1 The 
Sphere has the distinction of being one of the most successful scientific texts ever writ-
ten. Within a few decades of its composition, it became the most popular and widely used 
astronomy textbook in Europe, serving as the basis for introductory astronomy lectures 
at universities from the mid-thirteenth to the end of the seventeenth century. As astron-
omy was part of the basic arts curriculum that all students had to complete before advanc-
ing to any of the higher faculties, a very high percentage of university-educated men 
would have been exposed to this text. According to the most recent estimates, there were 
over 200 different editions of the Sphere printed between 1472 and 1673.2
The Sphere was widely used outside of the university context as well, and the text was 
translated into numerous vernacular languages, including German, French, Italian, 
English, Spanish and Portuguese. There were at least thirty vernacular editions printed.3 
Although we exaggerate in calling it “the book everybody read,” it was certainly one of 
the most widely read scientific books of all time.4
Despite its enormous popularity and longevity, the Sphere has attracted little attention 
from historians of science. Lynn Thorndike, Olaf Pedersen and Owen Gingerich have 
discussed the contents of Sacrobosco’s text and described its importance as a teaching text 
in medieval and early modern universities.5 We contend that the Sphere had a much 
greater role in cosmological debate than its rather humble role as a university textbook 
would suggest. During the more than four centuries that Europeans read, copied, trans-
lated and printed the Sphere, there were dramatic changes in understandings of the heav-
ens and the earth. The Portuguese and Spanish voyages of exploration beginning in the 
fifteenth century challenged Sacrobosco’s claims that the torrid zone (the region around 
the equator) was uninhabitable and that over three-quarters of the globe were covered by 
water. The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were a period of revolutionary discoveries 
and innovations in astronomy, most famously, of course, the rise of heliocentric models of 
the cosmos. The Sphere did not remain static in the midst of these intellectual upheavals. 
Indeed, almost all versions of the Sphere produced after Sacrobosco’s lifetime contain 
commentary or other supplemental material (including prefaces and additional sections). 
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This material expanded, corrected and updated the original text of Sacrobosco. The Sphere 
was actually an important vehicle for disseminating and discussing new discoveries and 
ideas about the cosmos.6
We also contend that the Sphere had a much larger audience than university students 
alone. This was especially true after the invention of printing in the mid-fifteenth cen-
tury. In fact, to understand the long-running success of the Sphere, it is necessary to set 
it within the context of the history of the printed book.7 The earliest printed editions of 
the Sphere appeared in the 1470s. These were Latin editions; the first printed vernacular 
versions appeared in the first decade of the sixteenth century.8 Not all manuscript texts 
made it into print, of course, and very few flourished as long as the Sphere did. The suc-
cess of Sacrobosco’s modest little book reflects its unique combination of tradition and 
novelty. As Andrew Pettegree explains, the print market was extremely competitive and 
most books required a significant initial outlay of money to produce. Any book that did 
not offer a good return on this initial investment could mean financial ruin for the printer. 
Therefore, “there was always a temptation to make conservative choices, printing proven 
bestsellers, or books for which there was a steady recurrent demand.” However, this 
strategy could backfire because if there were too many editions of a book on the market, 
no printer could make enough profit from them.9 Printers needed books for which there 
was proven demand, but they also needed to make editions that were in some way dis-
tinctive to distinguish them from their competitors. The Sphere met these criteria admi-
rably. For Latin versions, university students formed a small but steady audience. 
Because most educated people wanted at least a basic understanding of the cosmos, the 
book was also appealing to men and women who could read Latin, even if they did not 
formally study at a university. Over the course of the sixteenth century, printers sought to 
expand this audience by publishing versions with additional material, most notably com-
mentaries, which they could market as “new and improved.”
Further, printers sought to reach the growing numbers of people who could read a 
vernacular language but not Latin.10 Printers and translators modified the Sphere in vari-
ous ways to suit the needs, tastes and desires of different readers. In particular, many 
translators sought to make the book appeal to a broad audience by emphasizing the utility 
of Sacrobosco’s text, and some included sections on practical subjects like astrology, 
cartography and navigation. Vernacular translations of the Sphere often have prefaces in 
which the translator claims the altruistic desire to make knowledge of the cosmos acces-
sible to those who cannot read Latin. While such motivations may indeed have been 
operative, economic considerations clearly played a role as well. No printer took on the 
Sphere solely to enlighten his or her fellow men and women.11
We focus in this essay on four sixteenth-century vernacular spheres – one in German, 
one in French, one in Italian, and one in English. Each of these includes a translation of 
Sacrobosco’s Sphere and additional material added by the translator or by the printer. 
These four examples, from four different regions and in four different languages, illus-
trate the range of material that was added to spheres, including discussions of the work 
of recent astronomers like Georg Peuerbach (1423 – 1461) and Nicholas Copernicus 
(1473 – 1543), geometry problems for the reader to solve, and descriptions of newly 
discovered regions of the world. Further, these four examples substantiate our point that 
in the case of vernacular spheres there is frequently an emphasis on utility. The German 
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and French spheres we discuss in this article both contain material on astrology. The 
French and Italian spheres contain material on voyages of discovery. And the English 
sphere contains material relevant to both of these topics.
The four spheres that we discuss in this article were part of a broader trend, a growing 
demand for scientific works in vernacular languages in the sixteenth century. Scientific 
books in the vernacular included both works originally composed in a vernacular and 
those translated from Latin. In his sweeping study of the history of Western translation, 
Henri Van Hoof notes the popularity in the sixteenth century of translations of works on 
“astrology and mathematics, medicine and agriculture, history and geography.”12 Most 
studies of the rise of vernacular scientific publishing in the early modern period focus on 
one particular country or region. So, for example, Violaine Giacomotto-Charra and 
Isabelle Pantin document the rising interest in vernacular astronomical texts in France in 
this period. Giacomotto-Charra describes the 1550s as a moment “which saw in general 
a marked renewal of interest in questions linked to the sky” that inspired “a sudden and 
rapid wave of French translations.”13 Isabelle Pantin comments on the “exceptional dif-
fusion” of Sacrobosco in France in the sixteenth century.14 In the German context, 
Miriam Chrisman’s study of printing and reading in Strasbourg demonstrates the increase 
in publication of vernacular scientific and medical books beginning in the late 1520s.15 
And Deborah Harkness has analyzed the sharp rise in the publication of mathematical 
works in English in the second half of the sixteenth century.16 We draw on these studies 
of particular regional print markets in this essay, and we point to several similarities in 
the production and demand for scientific books across Europe in different vernaculars. 
Our study of vernacular spheres shows that printers across Europe were keen to encour-
age and profit from the demand for vernacular scientific texts, and that printers fre-
quently played a key role in the production of such texts. In three of our examples – the 
German, French and English spheres – the printers made important decisions about the 
format and content of the book. Accordingly, we take the context and motivations of the 
printers as well as the translators into account in our discussion of each sphere.
 We will discuss our four examples in chronological order, based on date of publica-
tion. When referring to Sacrobosco’s original text, we use the term Sphere. When refer-
ring to later editions in either Latin or the various vernaculars we use the term sphere, or 
the plural spheres. Although we highlight some of the similarities between our four 
examples, we also emphasize that each was produced by different individuals, in a spe-
cific local context, and often with particular readers in mind. Each of these spheres is 
thus a unique text.
I. Conrad Heinfogel’s Sphera materialis
Our first example of a vernacular sphere is a German translation by Conrad Heinfogel 
(ca. 1455 – 1517). Heinfogel’s translation was first published in Nuremberg in 1516, and 
went through three more editions, one in Cologne (1519) and two in Strasbourg (1533 
and 1539).17 This is one of the very earliest printed vernacular spheres.18 There were two 
earlier German translations of Sacrobosco’s Sphere made in the second half of the four-
teenth century, but they were not printed.19 Heinfogel was educated at the University of 
Erfurt. He took holy orders in 1480, and eventually became chaplain to Holy Roman 
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Emperor Maximilian I (1459 – 1519).20 Heinfogel was part of a group of humanist intel-
lectuals in his native city of Nuremberg and at the court of the Emperor Maximilian, and 
he wrote or collaborated on a number of astronomical and cartographic projects. In 1503, 
Heinfogel, along with Sebastian Sperantius, Bishop of Brixen, (d. 1525)21 and Dietrich 
Ulsen (d. 1508),22 a physician, created celestial maps of the northern and southern hemi-
spheres. These maps later served as the template for Albrecht Dürer’s (1471 – 1528) 
famous star charts published in 1515.23 Dürer created his maps under the patronage of 
Maximilian I and in collaboration with Heinfogel, who provided star positions that were 
updated and corrected from his 1503 maps, and Johannes Stabius (1450-1522), a math-
ematician, cartographer, court historian, and adviser to Maximilian I, who ordered and 
edited the charts.24 In 1514, Heinfogel published a new Latin translation of Ptolemy’s 
Geographia,25 and in 1515 he compiled and published an almanac. His translation of 
Sacrobosco’s Sphere was his last work.
In his translation, Heinfogel sought to render the book more accessible, and perhaps 
more engaging, to German readers by using German rather than Latin words whenever 
possible. For example, Heinfogel usually gives the planets and the constellations their 
German names. So strong was his preference for German vocabulary that he also invented 
German words for technical astronomical terms like solstices (Sonnenwende), equinoxes 
(Ebennechte), horizon (Augenender), and meridian (Mittentager-Creis). One of his most 
striking neologisms is his word for astrolabe. “In German,” he writes, “this is called the 
‘lips of the stars’ [sternenlebs] because, just as the mouth and lips declare what is hidden 
in the heart, so the lips of the stars [the astrolabe] reveal the secrets of the stars."26 
Heinfogel believed the Latin word astrolabium (astrolabe) was derived from the words 
aster (star) and labia (lips). In fact, the suffix –labium (or –labus in classical Latin) 
denoted a measuring instrument.
Heinfogel’s translation stays close to Sacrobosco’s original Latin, and he added no 
commentary to the text, other than the explanations of unfamiliar terms like astrolabe. 
However, he did add a preface and a poem in which he claimed that he made his transla-
tion of Sacrobosco “for the sake of those who do not know Latin, and yet desire to learn 
this book’s Kunst.”27 The German word Kunst connotes both theoretical knowledge and 
practical know-how. The seven liberal arts are “Künste” in German, but craft skills are 
also “Künste.”28 Although Heinfogel’s use of the term Kunst pointed to both the theoreti-
cal and practical dimensions of cosmological knowledge, he confined himself to translat-
ing Sacrobosco’s text and did not add material that explained how knowing the “course 
of the heavens” (himels lauff) might be put to practical use.29 As we will see, many later 
translators did add such information. In his preface, Heinfogel described Sacrobosco’s 
Sphere as providing a foundation (fundament), one that he implies interested readers 
could build on if they chose.30
Heinfogel’s Sphaera materialis illustrates the mixture of intellectual and economic 
motivations at play in the production of vernacular spheres. For Heinfogel, it was one of 
a number of scientific projects: he made star maps, composed an almanac and translated 
Ptolemy from Greek into Latin. These projects were conducted under the patronage of 
the Emperor Maximilian I, and Heinfogel was part of a circle of intellectuals and artists 
at the Emperor’s court who were engaged in similar activities. Three different printers in 
three different German cities printed editions of Heinfogel’s sphere. While the first, Jobst 
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Gutknecht (fl. 1514 – 42) of Nuremberg,31 probably worked directly with Heinfogel, the 
last two printers, Arnd von Aich (d. ca. 1530) of Cologne32 and Jacob Cammerlander 
(1500 – 1549) of Strasbourg, printed the Sphera materialis after Heinfogel’s death. They 
are examples of printers choosing to publish a profitable existing text as part of an 
expanding market for vernacular science. Cammerlander, who published Heinfogel’s 
sphere twice, actually specialized in scientific texts in German.
Cammerlander was a Lutheran who had been imprisoned in his native Mainz for 
printing and circulating Lutheran works. He relocated to the more congenial environ-
ment of Strasbourg and opened a print shop in 1531.33 Cammerlander’s printing profile 
reflects a wide range of topics and genres, but scientific texts made up the majority of his 
shop’s output, perhaps because they were less controversial than religious polemics. 
Between 1531 and 1548, scientific texts constituted fifty-four percent of the books he 
printed. These texts included calendars, prognostications, two books on astrological 
medicine, a wide variety of technical manuals, and various astronomical works, includ-
ing Heinfogel’s translation of Sacrobosco.34 Most of the scientific books Cammerlander 
printed had practical information, medical, technical or astrological. Cammerlander (or 
someone working for him) added a section on astrology to the last edition of the Sphera 
materialis. This addition would have given the German sphere a more utilitarian charac-
ter, by demonstrating how knowledge of the heavens could be put to practical uses. The 
addition of astrological material also distinguished the 1539 edition from the earlier edi-
tion, which may still have been on the market, perhaps giving the last edition a competi-
tive edge.
The additional section on astrology in the last edition of Heinfogel’s sphere included 
a discussion of each of the twelve signs of the zodiac and each of the seven planets (the 
moon, Mercury, Venus, the sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn) and their influences on the 
terrestrial realm and on human beings. For example, we read of the sign Virgo 
(Junckfraw) that it is “cold and dry” and “rules over melancholy, the dry and cold 
earthy complexion.” It has influence over “the intestines and the stomach.”35 The 
planet Mercury is “cold and moist” and those born under its influence are inclined to 
the “noble arts, like rhetoric, geometry [and] philosophy.”36 The longest entry is for the 
sun, and it explains how the seasons change as the sun moves around the earth through 
the signs of the zodiac:
In March the sun is in Aries and the earth germinates. Roots, trees and leaves turn green, brooks 
and waters flow, and people are very much inclined to love making because this is the time 
when the moisture in the blood increases.37
The information in this additional section is not sufficient to enable the reader to cast 
horoscopes or make sophisticated prognostications about the weather, the course of a 
disease, or the outcome of political intrigue, but it gives a general sense of the influence 
of the stars and planets on human life and health.
The preceding discussion of Conrad Heinfogel, Jacob Cammerlander and the various 
editions of the Sphera materialis points to three important features of early modern ver-
nacular spheres. First, translation itself subtly altered the text, even without the addition 
of commentary or other supplemental material. Heinfogel created a new technical 
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vocabulary of astronomical terms in German. Further, his repeated use of the word 
Kunst, which had the dual sense of science (theoretical knowledge) and art (practical 
know-how), and had no exact Latin equivalent, gave his sphere a more utilitarian cast 
than Sacrobosco’s original. Second, emphasis on the practical benefits of astronomy was 
a common feature of vernacular spheres, and indeed of vernacular scientific texts more 
generally. Finally, this case study illustrates the important role of printers in shaping 
texts. Cammerlander’s decision to append a section on astrology to the last edition of 
Heinfogel’s translation highlighted the utility of astronomical knowledge and its rele-
vance to everyday life.
II. Guillaume des Bordes’ La sphere de Jean de Sacrobosco
Our second example is a French translation of the Sphere by Guillaume des Bordes, a 
professor of mathematics.38 It was first published in 1570, by the Parisian printers 
Guillaume Cavellat and Jérôme de Marnef,39 and it went through at least five more edi-
tions, the last in 1619.40 This translation was commissioned by the printers Cavellat and 
de Marnef, who sought to capitalize on the growing market for vernacular mathematical 
and astronomical books. The French translation of the Sphere combined the strengths 
and resources of both printing houses. Guillaume Cavellat was a libraire-juré – a printer 
affiliated with the University of Paris. He specialized in books for university students, 
especially in the areas of mathematics, astronomy and cosmology.41 One of these books 
was a Latin version of Sacrobosco’s Sphere, the standard introductory astronomy text at 
Paris. Cavellat printed Latin editions of the Sphere in 1549, 1550, 1551 and 1552. In 
1561, he switched to publishing the Sphaera emendata. 42 This was a new and updated 
version of Sacrobosco’s Sphere with annotations by the humanist scholar Elie Vinet 
(1509 – 1587).43 Vinet’s Sphaera emendata was widely used as a teaching text through-
out Europe. One of the first universities to adopt it was the Lutheran University of 
Wittenberg. Printers in Wittenberg added a preface, written by Philip Melanchthon (1497 
– 1560), extolling the value and utility of astronomical knowledge.44 This preface was 
widely reprinted in editions of the Sphere, even in Catholic countries, and Cavellat 
included it in his editions. Although Melanchthon’s works were all placed on the Index 
of prohibited books in 1559, Catholic publishers like Cavellat continued to include this 
preface, although they frequently removed Melanchthon’s name.45 Cavellat’s editions of 
the Sphaera emendata were richly illustrated, with about fifty different woodcuts, includ-
ing volvelles.46
The other half of this partnership was Jérôme de Marnef, member of a highly success-
ful family of printers. Unlike Cavellat, who specialized in books aimed at the small but 
steady market of university faculty and students, the Marnef family printed a wide range 
of religious, literary and historical texts, many of them in the vernacular. The publishing 
partnership of Cavellat and de Marnef officially began in 1563, although Cavellat had 
married de Marnef’s niece Denise four years earlier.47 Cavellat commissioned Guillaume 
des Bordes to produce a French translation of the Sphaera emendata that he had been 
printing for several years. Because he had des Bordes translate the same version of the 
Sphere that he had been printing in Latin (Elie Vinet’s Sphaera emendata), Cavellat was 
able to reuse all the existing woodcuts to illustrate the French version, without having to 
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create new ones. While Cavellat had experience and expertise printing mathematical 
books, de Marnef had experience and expertise selling books to a much broader reading 
public than Cavellat. The result of their collaboration was a book that was profitable to 
both. Indeed, it was so profitable that Cavellat largely stopped publishing university texts 
and turned to the more lucrative genres of French schoolbooks and religious works.48
While the careers of Cavellat and de Marnef are well documented, little is known 
about the translator. On the title page of his Sphere, he describes himself as “Guillaume 
des Bordes, Bordelais gentleman, licensed in law, professor of mathematics.”49 Des 
Bordes had already worked with Cavellat on two astronomical books before he made the 
translation of the Sphaera emendata. Des Bordes worked as a consultant on a Latin edi-
tion of the German astronomer Johan Stöffler’s treatise on the astrolabe in 1553,50 and he 
wrote a preface to a French translation of the same work in 1560.51 In his dedicatory 
preface, des Bordes asserted that the Sphere was a valuable book that ought to be acces-
sible to a larger audience. “Because out of all the books we have today [the Sphere] 
merits being seen, read, corrected against its true example and using that medium resti-
tuted in its entirety,” he wrote, “I have tried to translate it and make it speak better in 
French.”52 Violaine Giacomotto-Charra argues that sixteenth-century French translators 
like des Bordes saw Latin as an obstacle preventing vernacular readers from understand-
ing astronomy, an obstacle that they had a duty to remove.53 Des Bordes also declared 
that the Sphere was a book that should be widely read. He claimed that he undertook the 
translation project “so no one can excuse themselves from the study of these beautiful 
sciences, as they can when they are only written in Latin.”54 The argument that the Sphere 
is a vitally important text that ought to be broadly known and read is continued in the 
“Preface on the Utility of Astrology.” This was actually Melanchthon’s preface to the 
Sphere, retitled and without Melanchthon’s name attached to it. In this preface, and des 
Bordes’ translation, Melanchthon argues that human beings have a positive duty to study 
the stars because the magnificence of the heavens reveals the divine power and provi-
dence of God.55 Melanchthon intended this preface for university students, a tiny, elite, 
exclusively male audience. Translated into French, his words became an argument for 
the broad diffusion of astronomical knowledge in the vernacular. And by retitling the 
preface “On the Utility of Astrology,” des Bordes emphasized the practical benefits of 
studying the heavens. Both the new title and the translation into French thus shifted the 
meaning of the preface.
Nearly every section of the French sphere has some sort of annotation, adapted from 
Elie Vinet’s annotations in the Sphaera emendata.56 Some of the annotations update 
the information in Sacrobosco’s text. Take, for instance, the annotation of the passage 
in which Sacrobosco claims that the coldest and warmest regions of the world are 
uninhabited:
In terms of the zones or belts that many have estimated to be uninhabitable due to great heat or 
cold, we have found and known by many and diverse navigations made in our time that there 
were men and women who lived in these regions….How many are there in the Portuguese 
[colonies] in the eastern torrid zone? How many will we find in other Spanish colonies in the 
same hot zone in the West? We know even less and are less familiar with the cold zones and 
regions than the hot.57
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This particular annotation reflects the discoveries made by the Portuguese and Spanish 
voyages of exploration that began in the fifteenth century and took Europeans into parts 
of the globe – including southern Africa, the Caribbean and South America – where they 
had previously never been. The book also has a picture of a globe with a map of Africa 
that reflects the Portuguese exploration of the west coast and circumnavigation of that 
continent in the 1490s.58
Although des Bordes claimed he was making Sacrobosco’s text available to those 
who could not read Latin, the annotations are sprinkled with references to authors and 
texts available only in Latin. There were, for example, references to more recent work in 
astronomy, including that of Georg Peuerbach (1423 – 1461), Jacobus Faber Stapulensis 
(or Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples, ca. 1450 – 1536), Francesco Capuano di Manfredonia (fl. 
ca. 1490), and Pedro Nunes (1502 – 1578).59 None of these authors’ astronomical works 
was available in French translation.60 Further, many of the annotations contain Greek 
words and discussions of their meanings. One of these annotations even criticizes 
Sacrobosco’s poor grasp of Greek: “Jean de Sacro Bosco shows in many places that he 
has little knowledge of the Greek language. . . .”61 Des Bordes’ French sphere thus 
retained many of the trappings of humanist erudition that characterized Elie Vinet’s 
Sphaera emendata, the sphere Cavellat had printed several times already. But even those 
French readers who could not access the Latin works referred to in the annotations could 
gain some familiarity with recent developments in astronomy and cosmology from read-
ing des Bordes’ translation.
This French sphere was primarily the product of two enterprising printers, who com-
missioned the translator. They took advantage of the growing market for vernacular 
books, especially for vernacular books on scientific subjects. The fact that one of these 
printers, Cavellat, had been printing Elie Vinet’s Sphaera emendata for several years 
meant that they had woodblocks for all the illustrations available that could simply be 
reused, thus lowering the initial costs of printing. Like many spheres, both in Latin and 
in the vernacular, des Bordes’ French sphere contained extensive annotations that 
reported new discoveries about the cosmos and incorporated the work of more recent 
astronomers. Even though the text, annotations and preface were all closely based on 
Latin originals, they were subtly but significantly changed in the French translation to 
emphasize the utility, accessibility and value of astronomical knowledge for a broad 
readership.
III. Piervincenzo Danti’s La Sfera di Messer Giovanni 
Sacrobosco
Our third example is an Italian translation that was made in 1498 by Piervincenzo Danti 
(ca. 1440 – 1512). He initially prepared the translation for his children, Teodora and 
Giulio. It remained in manuscript form until 1571, when Piervincenzo’s grandson, 
Egnatio Danti (1536 – 1586), arranged for it to be printed. It went through three editions, 
two printed in Florence (1571 and 1579) and one in Perugia (1574).62 Piervincenzo did 
not just translate Sacrobosco’s text; he added substantial annotations, and his grandson 
Egnatio may have added or modified some of these annotations before the book was 
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printed. As in the French version discussed above, the annotations in this Italian version 
expand, clarify and update the information offered in the original text. In addition, the 
annotations in Piervincenzo’s sphere contain several references to his native Perugia, 
which give the book a distinctively local flavor.
Relatively little is known about Piervincenzo Danti, except that he was from the 
Umbrian city of Perugia, and skilled in mathematics, astronomy and architecture.63 All 
three printed editions include a dedicatory letter, dated September 6, 1498, to Alfano 
Alfani (1465 – 1550), a prominent Perugian banker with close ties to the papacy (he 
served for forty years as papal treasurer in Umbria).64 It is not clear whether Piervincenzo 
presented a manuscript translation to Alfani or whether he intended the work to be 
printed. It is also not clear how much this dedication – or indeed the translation and 
annotations – were altered or composed at a later date by Egnatio Danti. In this dedica-
tory preface Piervincenzo describes how he retired with his family to his “little villa” 
(piccola villetta) during an outbreak of the plague. While enjoying the enforced “soli-
tude and quiet” (solitudine & quiete) of this retreat, he made numerous astronomical 
observations, and decided to teach his children the “noble art” (nobil’ arte) of astron-
omy. For this purpose, he translated the Sphere of Sacrobosco into Italian. The child 
who showed the most aptitude for astronomy was his eldest daughter Teodora, who 
mastered not only the Sphere but a work on the astrolabe and an almanac as well. He 
describes this daughter as the one to whom “you gave the name of Teodora [while] 
holding her at her baptism” (cui voi imponeste il nome di Teodora tenendola al bat-
tesimo), implying that she was Alfani’s godchild.65 Piervincenzo’s dedication offers an 
example of the use of a sphere in the private tutoring of wealthy children. It also offers 
rare evidence of a female reader of a sphere.
Teodora Danti (c. 1498 – c. 1573) went on to become a well known artist, although 
she has since fallen into obscurity and there are no extant works attributed to her. The 
sole biographical information about her (except for the mention in her father’s sphere 
translation) is an entry in Lione Pascoli’s Vite de Pittori, Scultori, ed Architetti Perugini 
(Lives of Perugian Painters, Sculptors and Architects) (1732).66 Pascoli describes her as 
a painter, but also as highly learned in mathematics, philosophy and literature. According 
to Pascoli (who offers no citations), she wrote poetry, a commentary on Euclid and a 
treatise on painting. However, Pascoli gives Teodora’s birthdate as 1498, the same year 
as the dedicatory preface. While Teodora may well have been precociously brilliant, it 
seems unlikely that she read astronomical works as an infant. It is possible that Egnatio 
added the reference to his aunt, who had achieved a certain fame, at least in Perugia, by 
the time this sphere was first printed in 1571. In his own dedicatory preface, Egnatio 
repeats his grandfather’s story about translating the Sphere during a plague epidemic in 
1498 for the instruction of his children, and notes the marvelous talents of his aunt 
Teodora.67
Egnatio Danti68 was the son of Piervincenzo’s son Giulio Danti (1500 – 1575). Giulio, 
like his father and sister, was highly educated and particularly skilled in mathematics and 
art. He trained as an architect and goldsmith.69 Egnatio had two brothers, Vincenzo (1530 
– 1576) and Girolamo (1547 – 1580), both of whom were artists. Egnatio studied math-
ematics, astronomy and cartography. Vincenzo became a sculptor at the court of Cosimo 
I de’ Medici (1519 – 1574), and it is possible that he was the one who drew the Duke’s 
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attention to the talents of his younger brother. In 1562, Egnatio became a cosmographer 
to Cosimo I when the Duke asked him to prepare maps and a large terrestrial globe that 
still adorn the Sala delle Carte, or Map Room, of the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence. 
Egnatio wrote widely circulated works on how to make and use an astrolabe, as well as 
authoring works on other astronomical topics. Cosimo commissioned him to give public 
mathematical lectures and to study the reform of the calendar. As part of his study of 
calendar reform, Egnatio mounted astronomical instruments on the outer wall of the 
church of Santa Maria Novella in Florence, which he used to determine the precise date 
of the vernal equinox.70 It was in this period that he arranged for the publication of his 
grandfather’s translation of the Sphere.
Cosimo de Medici died in 1574 and his oldest son Francesco became the Grand Duke 
of Tuscany. The same year, the second edition of Piervincenzo’s translation of the Sphere 
was published, this time with a dedication to Johanna of Austria, Francesco de’ Medici’s 
wife and the new Grand Duchess of Tuscany. This may have been Egnatio’s attempt to 
secure patronage from the new Grand Duke and his wife. If so, it was singularly unsuc-
cessful. In 1575 Francesco ordered Egnatio to leave Tuscany.71 He became a professor of 
mathematics at the University of Bologna, and then gained the patronage of Pope 
Gregory XIII. He created maps of the papal states and served on the papal commission 
for calendar reform. The last edition of Piervincenzo’s sphere was published in 1579, this 
time with a dedication to Giovanni de’ Medici (1567 – 1621), the illegitimate son of 
Cosmio I de’ Medici.
The printed version of Piervincenzo’s sphere included new information about the 
heavens and the earth. For example, readers were informed that the declination of the 
zodiac (la declinatione del Zodiaco) had changed since the days of the ancient Greeks. 
The declination of the zodiac – or the obliquity of the ecliptic – is the angle between the 
axis of the celestial sphere’s rotation and the axis of the sun’s annual rotation.72 According 
to Ptolemy, this angle was decreasing at a very slow rate. Subsequent astronomers in the 
Islamic world argued that the value of the angle oscillated, being sometimes larger and 
sometimes smaller. The mathematician and astronomer Thabit ibn Qurra (ca. 836 – 901) 
devised mathematical models to account for this phenomenon, known as trepidation.73 
Thabit’s work was translated into Latin in the twelfth century by Gerard of Cremona (ca. 
1114 – 1187), but it was not immediately accepted. In the Sphere, Sacrobosco used 
Ptolemy’s model of linear change in the obliquity of the ecliptic rather than Thabit’s 
model of oscillation. However, by the fifteenth century when Piervincenzo was making 
his translation, the phenomenon of trepidation was widely accepted among astronomers, 
and many Sphere commentators incorporated some discussion of it into their annotations. 
Piervincenzo states that, in Ptolemy’s era, the declination of the zodiac was 23 degrees, 51 
minutes, 20 seconds. At the time of Albategnius,74 around the year 880, it was 23 degrees, 
55 minutes. At the time of Arzachel,75 around the year 1070, it was 23 degrees, 34 min-
utes, 40 seconds. At the time of Almeon Almansor, around the year 1140, it was 23 
degrees, 33 minutes, 30 seconds. And finally, “in our time in the year 1497” (Ai nostri 
tempi che siamo nel anno 1497) the value is about 23 degrees, 29 minutes.76 These values 
support the idea that the obliquity of the ecliptic oscillated slowly over the centuries.
Readers were given new information on the terrestrial realm as well. After the section 
in which Sacrobosco claims that the torrid zone (the region around the equator) is too hot 
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to support life, the following comment was added: “That the torrid zone, and the two 
frigid zones are uninhabitable, Christopher Columbus in the year 1491 showed us to be 
false,”77 because his voyage took him into lands within the torrid zone and he discovered 
that these lands did indeed have inhabitants. This annotation concludes with the follow-
ing assertion: “I saw a copy of the letter Columbus wrote in Seville to the very learned 
and expert mathematician Master Paolo Toscanelli of Florence.”78 The reference here is 
to Paolo Toscanelli Dal Pozzo (1397 – 1482), an astronomer, astrologer and geogra-
pher.79 This letter is almost certainly fictional. Columbus’ first voyage was in 1492, one 
year after the letter was supposedly written and ten years after Toscanelli’s death. Henry 
Vignaud surmised that the reference to the letter in this annotation was a later interpola-
tion by Egnatio Danti.80 However, none of this alters our point that Piervincenzo – or 
possibly his grandson Egnatio – updated Sacrobosco’s Sphere with new information.
The Perugian roots of Piervincenzo and Egnatio are reflected in their dedications to 
powerful Perugian patrons, and in several of the annotations as well. For example, at the 
end of the section “on the rotundity of the heavens” (della rotondita del cielo), 
Piervincenzo added the following geometrical example: “So, if there are two cities, and 
one of them is almost the shape of a pentagon, like Perugia, and the other is almost round 
like Florence, then [the area of] Florence will be much larger than [that of] Perugia, even 
though the length of the city walls is equal.”81 One can imagine Piervincenzo demon-
strating this to his children, or asking them to work it out themselves. After the next 
chapter, “that the earth is round” (che la terra sia rotonda), he notes that, the more north-
erly a region is, “the more stars near that Pole never fade. This occurs near the Arctic 
Pole here at Perugia, where the constellations of Ursa Minor, the Dragon, Cepheus and 
Cassioppea never set, and some others, like Ursa Major and the Serpent remain partly 
above the horizon.”82 And finally, after the chapter on the five climactic zones, he notes 
that Perugia is “almost in the same latitude as Amaseia, the homeland of Strabo.”83
 Like the French translator des Bordes, Piervincenzo Danti added numerous annota-
tions to his sphere that clarified and corrected Sacrobosco’s original text. It is highly 
likely that these annotations were further expanded and modified by Piervincenzo’s 
grandson Egnatio before the sphere was printed. This Italian sphere was linked to three 
generations of the Danti family, whose members were known for an impressive array of 
accomplishments in painting, sculpture and architecture, as well as mathematics, astron-
omy and cartography. Indeed, the printed sphere, with its references to multiple family 
members – Piervincenzo, Teodora, Giulio and Egnatio – may well have been calculated 
to enhance the family’s reputation.
IV. Thomas Hill’s The Schoole of Skil
Our final example of a vernacular sphere is Thomas Hill’s The Schoole of Skil. This 
sphere was published in 1599, twenty-five years after Hill’s death, by the London printer 
William Jaggard.84 Unlike our previous three examples, it is not obvious from the title 
page of this English book that it is a sphere. The phrase “Of the sphere” is buried in its 
very long subtitle, and Sacrobosco’s name is entirely absent. However, the text follows 
the basic structure and content of Sacrobosco’s Sphere and contains illustrations similar 
to those in other spheres. The text is significantly longer than Sacrobosco’s, and much 
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additional explanatory material has been added. Unlike the French and Italian versions 
we have examined, this additional explanatory material has simply been incorporated 
into the text. No distinction is made between the original text of Sacrobosco and the com-
mentary. Hill’s sphere has a minor place in the history of astronomy because it contains 
a refutation of the Copernican heliocentric system, one of the earliest in English. 
However, the really distinctive feature of this sphere – as compared to other English 
spheres and continental exemplars – is its greatly expanded sections on geography. Hill’s 
discussion of heliocentrism takes up approximately four pages.85 By contrast, geographi-
cal topics occupy nearly a quarter of the book.
Thomas Hill (ca. 1528 – ca. 1574) was a prolific and well-known writer.86 He pub-
lished books on a range of subjects including physiognomy, the interpretation of dreams, 
Paracelsian medicine and gardening. He produced at least nine almanacs and a collection 
of recipes. Many of his works, such as his treatise on gardening,87 went through multiple 
editions and stayed in print long after his death. In addition to the works that appeared in 
print, Hill left a number of unpublished manuscripts when he died. The Schoole of Skil 
was one of these unpublished manuscripts.
Hill was prolific, but he was not particularly original. Many of his works were transla-
tions and compilations of other books. In her 2005 dissertation, Katherine Tredwell dem-
onstrated that Hill’s Schoole of Skil was largely composed of translated excerpts from 
Caspar Peucer’s (1525 – 1602) Elementa doctrinae de circulis coelestibus et primo motu 
(1551).88 Peucer’s Elementa doctrinae, in turn, contains passages lifted directly from 
Philip Melanchthon’s (1497 – 1560) Initia doctrinae physicae (1549). In particular, the 
passages refuting heliocentrism are taken almost verbatim from Melanchthon.89 This 
English sphere, like the French sphere we discussed above, provides further evidence for 
the wide influence of the Lutheran educator Philip Melanchthon on astronomical and 
mathematical texts. Tredwell suggested, although she was not able to verify, that some of 
the geographical material that was not in Peucer’s Elementa doctrinae might have been 
taken from one of Peucer’s geographical works. We have been able to confirm that a 
significant amount of the geographical material was indeed taken from Peucer’s De 
dimensione terrae (On the size of the earth).90 For example, one of Hill’s descriptions of 
America is a slightly shortened version of Peucer’s:
America in the sea Atlanticus, is of such greatness, that the same is supposed to be a fourth part 
of the world inhabited: the middle or halfe of it hath the longitude of 330. degrees, and the 
latitude of tenne degrees Southward. The sea Altanticus [sic] hath many large Ilands in it; 
among which, the most notable are Spagnolla, Cuba, Parias (otherwise Chersonesus) by the 
straight that reacheth upward into the north. The middle of the same hath the longitude of 285. 
degrees: the latitude Northerly 44. degrees. For from 11. unto 50. almost it reacheth unto. 
America streacheth far into the South, beyond the tropic of Capricorne, although his bounde or 
furthest part Southerly bee not yet founde or knowne.91
We will discuss other passages that Hill borrowed from Peucer later in this section.
The London printer William Jaggard (ca. 1568 – 1623) acquired the manuscript of 
Hill’s Schoole of Skil and printed it in 1599. Jaggard is most famous today for publishing 
Shakespeare’s first folio.92 He was a very successful printer who published a wide array 
of books and pamphlets. In 1604, he acquired a royal monopoly to print copies of the Ten 
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Commandments, which all parish churches were required to post. He became the official 
printer for the City of London in 1610. Other scientific works printed by Jaggard include 
Edward Topsell’s The Historie of the foure-footed Beastes in 1607 and The Historie of 
Serpents in 1608, and the 1602, 1612, and 1613 editions of Francis Bacon’s Essays.
The title of the work, The Schoole of Skil, appears to have been chosen by Jaggard, 
who notes in his preface “To the Reader” that the manuscript that came into his hands 
after Hill’s death was titled “The Rudiments of the Sphere.”93 According to the Oxford 
English Dictionary, in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century English the word “skill” meant 
“practical knowledge in combination with ability.” Skill was equated with “the ability to 
perform a function, acquired or learnt with practice.” It was in this sense that John Dee 
(1527 – 1609) used the word in his famous preface to the first English edition of Euclid: 
“Of the former knowledge Geometricall, are growen the Skills of Geographie, 
Chorographie, Hydrographie, and Stratarithmetrie.”94 The title was undoubtedly calcu-
lated to appeal to the market for vernacular mathematical books in early modern London. 
Deborah Harkness has described this market, and noted that authors of mathematical 
books attempted to appeal to readers “by promoting the notion that mathematical and 
instrumental literacy fostered inventiveness, cunning, and quick problem solving.”95 In 
his preface “To the Reader,” Jaggard declared that the book contained material “whereof 
there is use both on Sea and Lande.”96 Throughout the Schoole of Skil, Hill himself 
emphasized the practical utility of cosmological knowledge. The phrases “uses of” and 
“utility of” are repeated frequently throughout the text. Hill pointed out specific practical 
uses of cosmological knowledge: weather prediction,97 navigation,98 astrology,99 instru-
ment making,100 and medicine. For example, on this last he writes, “Avicen thus writing 
of the Dog-daies, willeth men to beware, and learne the time in which the greater Dog 
[star] ariseth . . . for then is no apt time of ministring medicine.”101
The most prominent additions Hill made to Sacrobosco’s text were in geography. 
Sacrobosco covered geographical subjects in the Sphere, including the dimensions of the 
earth, the percentage of the earth covered by water and the different climate zones. In 
Hill’s Schoole of Skil, these sections are considerably augmented with data from fif-
teenth- and sixteenth-century voyages of exploration, as well as with commentary drawn 
from ancient, medieval and contemporary writers. Like des Bordes and Danti, Hill 
refuted Sacrobosco’s claim that the torrid zone was uninhabitable:
the Spaniards and Portingals [have shown that] . . . the places under the Equinoctiall, and the 
rich City Calecute, being by the sea coast of Inde, standing betweene the equatour and our 
Tropicke of Cancer, and unto the other Tropicke South under the burning zone, . . . is habitable 
and peopled, although very cumbersome with extremity of heat.102
Hill also describes the purported characteristics of the people living in this region of 
the globe. Although the so-called “burning zone” was habitable, it produced people who 
were, “monstrous of forme, and have rude wits, . . . like to wilde and furious beasts.” 
People who lived near the equator, including “Ethiopians or Moores,” had small heads 
because their brains were “but litle and withered.” They had short, crooked, black bodies, 
“wrinckled faces,” and “thicke crisped haire on their heades,” and they were “grosse and 
dull of senses.”103 As for the frigid regions under the north and south poles (the arctic and 
antarctic circles), Hill reports that “it is well knowne that Gothland, Norway, Russia, 
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Lapeland, Groneland, and divers other countries towarde the North pole, is inhabited and 
well peopled.”104 The people of these cold regions were superior to the people of the hot 
regions. They were “white of body, having long heare on the head, tall and comely of 
stature and personage.”105 However, the great cold of these regions made them “wilde 
and cruell.” The people of the temperate zones, which included most of Europe, were 
“gentler and civiler” and “temperate in nature and quality.”106
Hill explains that knowledge of the latitudes and longitudes of various cities can ena-
ble one to calculate the distances between these cities. In these sections, he draws most 
of his material from Peucer’s On the size of the earth. For example, Hill writes:
If two places offered or given be placed under the Equatour, of which the space is sought, then 
the arke of the difference of latitude, is the same with the arke of the distance, neither doth the 
verticiall cyrcle differ from the Equatour. For the equator of either place doeth containe the 
verticiall points, as may appeare in this triangle, noted with. A. B. C. [There is an accompanying 
diagram, which is the same as the one in Peucer’s De dimensione terrae (1553), p. 108] Of 
which, if 15. germain miles be wrought into parts of the difference of longitude, and any 
scruples after remaine, devide those by 4. For (by so many minutes of a degree, doth a Germain 
mile answere) that the distance shall make. As Ptholomie writeth, of the places under the 
Equatour.107
Hill also explains, again in passages drawn from Peucer, how to calculate the dis-
tances between cities that differ only in longitude, cities that differ only in latitude, and 
cities that differ in both longitude and latitude. He gives numerous examples to teach the 
reader how to make each of these types of calculations. Many, although not all, of these 
worked examples are taken from Peucer. One of the examples that comes out of Peucer 
is a calculation of the distance between Gdansk and Lübeck:
The longitude of Danske is of 39. degrees, and two scruples or minutes: the latitude of the same 
hath 54. degrees, and 48. minutes. The longitude of Lubecke is of 28. degrees, and 20 scruples, 
the latitude hath 54. degrees, and 48. scruples. The difference of longitude consisteth, of 10. 
degrees, and 42. minutes. The halfe difference is, of 5. degrees, and 21. scruples. The distance 
on earth, betweene Danske and Lubecke, is of 92 Germaine miles, and a halfe.108
Many of the worked examples were drawn from Peucer, but not all. In fact, Hill’s 
Schoole of Skil has many more examples of calculations of the distances between cities 
than Peucer’s On the size of the earth. One such example was the distance between Trent 
and Wittenberg:
The longitude of Trydent [Trent] is of 30. degrees, and 30. minutes. The longitude of Viteberge 
[Wittenberg] is asmuch. The latitude of Trydent is of 45. degrees, and 14. minutes. The latitude 
of Viteberge is of 51. degrees, and 50. minutes. These now differ in onlely the latitude, which 
difference of the latitude is of 6. degrees, and 36. minutes; that is, 99. Germaine miles. So much 
is the distance almost between Trydent and Viteberge.109
This was highly charged pairing. Hill calculated the distance between Trent, site of 
the Council of Trent (1545 – 1563), where the Catholic Counter-Reformation began, and 
Wittenberg, center of the Lutheran Reformation. The geographical distance between 
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these cities may have been ninety-nine German miles, but the theological distance was 
infinitely greater. Hill made other modifications for his English readers. Most of the 
distances between cities are given in German miles, and Hill included a conversion: four 
German miles were approximately equal to twenty-two English miles.110 Further, Hill 
gave three worked examples of distances between pairs of English cities: York and 
Berwick, London and Northampton, and Colchester and Oxford. These distances are 
given in English miles, and these examples are not in Peucer’s book.111
Of the four spheres we have examined, this English example is the most changed 
from Sacrobosco’s original text. Like the French sphere, it is heavily based on Latin 
books, but Hill transformed two texts of Peucer in significant ways, rearranging the 
material and combining it in new ways for his English readers. Hill and Jaggard both 
emphasized the utility of cosmological knowledge, in the title, the preface and the text 
itself. Hill gave special prominence to geographic knowledge and its applications. His 
series of worked examples of the distances between different cities constituted a set of 
lessons in spherical geometry that readers might well have applied to other subjects.
* * *
These four examples suggest that the Sphere played a greater role in European intellec-
tual life than has hitherto been recognized. The Sphere was widely read, in Latin and in 
multiple European vernaculars, especially in the age of print. It was not confined to a 
small elite of university students, but broadly disseminated. This was especially true of 
vernacular editions, which were accessible to those who could read their native tongue, 
but not necessarily Latin. The numerous sphere translations were part of a dramatic 
expansion in scientific literature in various European languages in the sixteenth century. 
Both translators and printers played crucial roles in the production and dissemination of 
scientific texts in the vernacular. Translators might be interested in making astronomical 
information available to a broader audience (like Heinfogel and des Bordes), or they 
might be interested in enhancing their own and their family’s reputation (like the Dantis), 
or they might be men who wrote for a living (like Hill). Printers made key choices about 
what to print and in what format. Their decisions were motivated primarily by economic 
considerations. If they were to be successful (and indeed if they were to remain finan-
cially solvent), printers had to be shrewd judges of the book market. Many printers 
throughout Europe found translations of the Sphere to be a sensible and worthwhile 
investment, and they sought to make their editions as attractive as possible to potential 
buyers. For different reasons then, translators and printers worked to make the Sphere 
appealing and accessible to a broad audience. They added material to bring the text up-
to-date, correcting both astronomical and geographical information. One of the main 
ways that a sixteenth-century person could learn about voyages of exploration or astro-
nomical discoveries was by reading a sphere. At the same time, translators and printers 
promised their readers that their spheres offered not just interesting information, but 
useful knowledge that might be turned to practical benefit. Vernacular spheres offer a 
unique window into the meanings and uses of astronomical knowledge for diverse groups 
of readers.
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Notes
  1. For modern translations, see Lynn Thorndike, The Sphere of Sacrobosco and its commen-
tators (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1949) and Sacrobosco, Sphaera in Edward 
Grant (ed.), A source book in medieval science (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 
1974), 442–451.
  2. We have used the on-line bibliography compiled by Roberto de Andrade Martins of the 
Group of History and Theory of Science, University of Campinas (Unicamp), Brazil. http://
ghtc.ifi.unicamp.br/Sacrobosco/Sacrobosco-ed.htm. We know of no comparable bibliogra-
phy of manuscript editions. See also Jürgen Hamel, “Johannes de Sacroboscos Handbuch 
der Astronomie (um 1230) – kommentierte Bibliographie eines Erfolgwerkes,” in Dietmar 
Fürst and Eckehard Rothenberg (eds.), Wege der Erkenntnis: Festschrift für Dieter B. 
Herrmann zum 65. Geburtstag (Frankfurt am Main: Harri Deutsch, 2004), 115–170 and 
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Hamel, Studien zur “Sphaera” des Johannes de Sacrobosco (Leipzig: AVA, Akademische 
Verlagsanstalt, 2014).
  3. We base this estimate on the number of vernacular editions in Roberto de Andrade Martins’s 
on-line bibliography (ref. 2). However, this bibliography does not include English transla-
tions of the Sphere and may miss some other editions as well.
  4. Our title alludes to Owen Gingerich’s ironic description of Copernicus’ De revolutionibus 
(1543). See Owen Gingerich, The book nobody read: chasing the revolutions of Nicolaus 
Copernicus (New York: Walker & Co, 2004).
  5. Thorndike, The Sphere of Sacrobosco (ref. 1); Olaf Pedersen, “The Corpus Astronomicum 
and the Traditions of Medieval Latin Astronomy” Studia Copernicana xiii (1995), 57–96; 
Pedersen, “In quest of Sacrobosco” Journal for the history of astronomy xvi (1985), 175–
221; and Owen Gingerich, “Sacrobosco as a textbook” Journal for the history of astronomy 
xix (1988), 269–273.
  6. James Lattis’s study of the Jesuit Christopher Clavius’s commentary on Sacrobosco’s 
Sphere illustrates how the Sphere was used to introduce new ideas and information about 
the cosmos. See James M. Lattis, Between Copernicus and Galileo: Christoph Clavius and 
the collapse of Ptolemaic cosmology (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994). We 
provide further examples below.
  7. The history of the book has a voluminous literature. We have found the following books 
particularly useful: Andrew Pettegree, The book in the renaissance (New Haven: Yale 
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